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ABSTRACT 

A molecular- beam electric— resonance spectrometer 
employing a supersonic nozzle source has been used to obtain 
hyperfine spectra of Br J JCl. Analyses of these spectra 
and of microwave spectra published by other authors have 
yielded new values for the electric dipole moment and for 
the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants in this 
molecule. The new constants are significantly different 
from the currently accepted values. 

Van der Waals clusters containing chlorine monofluoride 
have been studied under various expansion conditions by the 
molecular beam electric deflection method. The structural 
possibilities indicated by the results <ire discussed, and 
cluster geometries are proposed. 
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Chapter I. 
Molecular Beam Electric Deflection and Resonance 

The experiments discussed in this work were performed 
on a conventional molecular beam electric resonance 
spectrometer. The design, construction, and operating 
characteristics of our particular instrument have been 
detailed by Luftman, and will not be repeated here. Some 
additions to Luftman's work are given in the first appendix. 

The basic apparatus, shown schematically in Figure 1-1, 
consists of a series of differentially pumped chambers 
housing a supersonic nozzle beam source; a beam spectrometer 
which contains a quadrupole state selector, a resonance 
region, and a quadrupole state analyzer; and a detector 
which consists of an electron bombardment ionizer, a 
quadrupoie mass filter, and a charged particle multiplier. 

Supersonic expansion of the gas mixture yields an 
intense beam which is translationally, rotationally, • 

9— 12 and, to a lesser extent, vibrationally cold. The exact 
degree of cooling is a complicated function of the initial 
source conditions and of the gas mixture. The cooling 
provided by the expansion enhances the formation of 
molecular clusters,**>** and the collisionless conditions 
that prevail after the expansion insure that these species 
survive the experiment In detectable numbers. 

Molecules entering and exiting the spectroscopy chamber 
pass through the quadrupolar A and B fields. The focussing 
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Figure 1-1 

Schematic drawing of the molecular beau electric resonance 
spectrometer. The beam travels from left to right. 
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and state selecting properties of these fields toward 

molecules with permanent dlpole moments have been discussed 

in d e t a i l . 1 5 - 1 ' Molecular beam electric deflection 

experiments which utilize those properties have yielded 

qualitative information about molecular polarities, > 
2 2—2 & 2 S 

dipole moments, *• geometries, J electronic' state 

symmetries, ° and rotational temperatures.*'' Deflection 

experiments generally involve blocking the straight-line 

path from source to detector with some suitable obstacle, 

and turning up the voltage Co the fleld(s) so that molecules 

having positive Staric energies are "refocu:ised" around the 

obstacle and into the detector. The transmission is 

reported as the ratio of intensities of refocussed to 

straight-through beam. As Maier and Wicke'° have empha

sized, and as Toennies has clearly shown, the molecules 

transmitted at a given voltage represent a specific 

rotational, spatial, and velocity segment of the beam. 

The selectivity of the focussing fields provides the 

basis for molecular beam electric resonance spectroscopy. 

Typically, the A and B fields are set to transmit a particu

lar rotational state. The selected molecules are oriented 

by a uniform static field in the resonance region, where 

they are also subjected to radiofrequency or microwave 

radiation. The intensity of the transmitted beam is then 

monitored as a function of the applied frequency, since 

molecules which have undergone transitions in the resonance 

region will no longer be focussed into the detector by the B 
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field. The resulting spectra are characterized by line-
widths of a few kilohertz and are analyzed by the usual high 
resolution microwave methods. 

It should be emphasized that in both deflection and 
resonance experiments the quantity being measured is the 
number density at the detector of the species of interest 
itself. Thus, molecules which comprise only a tiny fraction 
of the total beam may be studied without interference from 
other species. (Should there be some other species which 
refocusses similarly to Che species of interest and which 
fragments in the ionizer to give ions of the same mass to 
charge ratio, velocity selection could be used to distin
guish between ions of the same mass to charge ratio which 
have different molecular origins; generally, however, the 
spectra obtained are unambiguous.) While the perturbations 
(static electric fields, radiofrequency and microwave 
radiation) applied to molecules In the spect-otcopy chamber 
are generally nondestructive, they need not be. Any pertur
bation which alters the number of molecules reaching the 
mass spectrometer can be detected without interference. 
These features have been used to great advantage in the 
study of molecular clusters and reactive intermediates. 

A. number of excellent reviews on electric resonance 
spectroscopy are available.'^-29 Bowen 3 0 and Luftman1 

provide many obscure (but practical) experimental details 
and "how to's" which should be read by any persons who 
intend to attempt experiments of this sort. Luftman 
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includes detailed theoretical treatments and computer 
simulations of refocussing and resonance experiments. 

The results of electric resonance studies of broiaine 
monochloride (BrCl) , and electric deflection experiments 
involving chlorine monofluoride (CIF) clusters will be 
presented and uiscussed in the following chapters. 
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Chapter II. 
Electric Resonance Spectroscopy of BrCl 

Introduction 
Halogen and interna ogen molecules have been studied 

extensively because of their importance in photochemical 
reactions and their applications in chemical lasers. Micro
wave and electric resonance spectra have yielded precise 
values of the molecular constants for the diatomic 
fluorides 1 - 4 and for IC1.5 IBr6 and BrCl, however, have 
proven much less tractable because of the complicated 
nuclear quadrupole interactions and the presence of several 
isotopic species with similar moments of inertia. Molecular 
beam electric resonance has the high resolution needed to 
measure the quadrupole splittings precisely, while moni
toring the intensity of a single species. Our first efforts 
to determine precise molecular hypertine constants for 
'9Br-^Cl are reported in this chapter. 

The formation of BrCl in mixtures of Br, and CI, was 
first suggested by Balard, and was confirmed a century 
later by Gray and Style.8 K±ny, Dixon, and Eerschbach' 
proposed, after a crossed beam study, that the actual 
reaction involves the van dar Waals molecule chlorine dimer, 
(Cl2)2> aa& diatomic bromine. Electronically excited BrCl 
is formed from the reaction between Br 2 and C10 2, which has 
been studied by Coxon ° and by Clynu and coworkers. The 
most recent study of BrCl was reported by Farthing and 
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coworkers, * who used laser induced fluorescence to measure 
the rotational and vibrational relaxation of BrCl in a 
supersonic beam. 

The first microwave spectra of BrCl were reported by 
Smith, Tidwell, and Williams,--1 who measured J-0 1 tran
sitions for each of the four molecular isotopes and 
calculated rotational and nuclear quadrupole coupling 
constants for each. They also reported an estimated 
electric dipole moment of 0.S7 Debye. In a much later 
publication, Nair, Hoeft, and Tiemanr. reported a dipole 
moment of 0.519 Debye from Stark modulated microwave 
absorption measurements involving the two most abundant 
isotopes. The precise hyperfine constants used to calculate 
this dipole moment were to be revealed in a later publi
cation but, at the time of this work, they have not been 
reported. The most recent mi -rowave work is that of Willis 
and Clark,1^ in which the Dunham coefficients and 
equilibrium constants. v£ C1F, BrF , BrCl, IC1, and IBr were 
determined from spectra in the millimeter wave region. 

Theory 
The energy levels of a rotating diatomic molecule with 

two quadrupolar nuclei in an electric field are solutions of 
the Hamiltonian: 

H » H(J,v) + H Q 1 + H Q 2 + H 8 r + H s. 
Tile first term is the usual vibration-rotation Uamiltonian 
which has as its solution the Dunham expansion: 
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E(J,v) - I <v + V 2 )* (J(J+l))n Y t m , 
where the Y 4 m are the Dunham coefficients, and the summation 

is over all l and m. Hg^ and H Q 2 are the nuclear quadrupole 

coupling terms for the two nuclei. The quadrupole matrix 

elements are nonzero for J'«J, J±2, and they have been 

tabulated for two spin 3/2 nuclei by Flygare and Gwinn. 1^ 

H contains the spin-rotation interactions and the smaller 

spin-spin interactions. H s contains the Stark interaction, 

which is- off-diagonal in J and F by ±1 and has matrix 
i ft elements given by Curl and Kinsey. ° During the analysis of 

our data we have used computer programs which diagonalize 

the Hamiltonian and fit molecular parameters to observed 

transitions. Those programs are discussed in the second 

appendix. 

Figure II-l shows splitting of the BrCl J»l rotational 

manifold due to quadrupolar interactions and the Stark 

effect. The bromine nuclear spin couples to the molecule's 

rotational angular momentum, yielding three distinct states 

which are conveniently labelled by the F, notation of 
19 Bardeen and Townes. * The chlorine nuclear spin couples to 

Fj, splitting the Fj levels into sublevels designated by 

total angular momentum quantum number F. In the presence of 

an electric field, the F sub'ievels are split into 2F+1 Stark 

levels which are labelled by quantum number M F. M F is the 

projection of the angular momentum along the direction 

defined by the electric field. The J-l manifold contains 29 

distinct energy levels; 19 of these are doubly degenerate. 
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Figure II-l 

Energy levels as a function of electric field strength for 
the J«l rotational manifold of BrCl. 
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Experiments 
BiCi was prepared by allowing approximately V2 mole of 

Br2 (Mallinckrodt Analytical Reagent) and V2 mole of Cl^ 
(Matheson research grade) to equilibrate for several hours 
in a 6 liter monel sample cylinder. The resulting mixture 
was pressurized to 5300 torr with argon and allowed to. 
equilibrate for an additional 36 hours. Our gas handling 
system was extremely sensitive to bromine. Because liquid 
nitrogen trapping did not protect the mechanical pump suffi
ciently, frequent oil changes and complete pump overhauls 
were required. 

The molecular beam source temperature was 293 K during 
all experiments, and the source pressure varied from 700-760 
torr. Nozzle, stopwire, and detector aperture diameters 
were 0.010 cm, 0.090 cm, and 0.38 cm, respectively. Majo-
peaks in the mass spectra were identified as CI, CI,, Br, 
and BrCl. All isotopes were observed in their natural 
ratios, and the peaks were well resolved. The mass spectra 
were not extended to the regions of BrCl-containing 
polymers. The greatest refocussed intensity of ''Br^^Cl was 
35-40 percent of the undeflected beam's intensity, and was 
fairly constant at A and B field voltages above 20 kV. All 
spectra were obtained by monitoring the intensity of this 
parent ion. The mass spectrometer was retuned before each 
set of experiments. 

The rotational and hyperfine constants given by Smith, 
and the dipole moment of Tiemann were used to calculate 



energy levels and hyperflne transitions within the J-l 
rotational manifold at static electric field strengths of 
1054 V/cm and 1515 V/cm. The regions indicated by these 
calculations were searched for transitions at several 
radiofrequency amplitudes and focussing field voltages. 

Experiments at the lower static field voltage were 
performed over several consecutive days, with occasional 
interruptions for the preparation of new sample mixtures. 
An electrical power surge and failure damaged the 
spectroscopy chamber components, and the instrument was 
disassembled and repaired before experiments ware resumed at 
the higher static field voltage. Other experimental 
procedures were similar to those described by Luftman. 

Data and Analysis 
The selection rules applicable to our experiments are: 

AMF-0,±1 AJ-0 AFj-0. 
The first is an ordinary microwave selection rule for 
radiation applied parallel and perpendicular to the electric 
field; the others are consequences of our radiofrequency 
synthesiser's upper limit of 80 MHz. The additional 
observability criterion for molecular beam electric reso
nance transitions ia that the initial and final states muse 
have different trajectories in the focussing f.:.2i:... 

In our searches for hyperflne transitions ws observed 
very few strong transitions, and these did not fit the 
pattern predicted by our calculations. We observed several 
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very weak, but reproducible features. By varying the 
focussing field voltages and the radiofrequency poser we 
were able to improve their intensity somewhat, but the 
signal to noise remained quite poor. Our failure to observe 
the high frequency F x- 3/2, F-2+3 and Fj- 5/2, F-3+1 
transitions was most disturbing, since these transitions are 
isolated, thus easy to assign, and are strongly dependent on 
the static field strength. 

After the experimental work was completed, we developed 
a line fitting program whica enabled us to refit the micro
wave data for ''Br CI reported by Smith and Tlemann The 
results of several fits are collected in Table II-l. The 
first set of Constants results from fitting both quadrupole 
coupling constants, eqQ, and the ground vibrational state 
rotational constant, B Q , to the observed transitions. In 
the simultaneous fit of the two data sets, three of the 
transitions recorded by Smith have been omitted in favor of 
the more precise measurements of Tiemann. The second set of 
constants results from fitting only the quadrupole coupling 
constants. The rotational constant &nd centrifugal 
distortion constant, D, were calculated from the Dunham 
coefficients reported by Willis. The constants originally 
determined by Smith are presented for comparison. 

Tlie inherent danger in the procedure of fitting several 
spectroscopic constants to a few observed transitions is 
well illustrated. Although the parameter values obtained 
from such calculations form a self-consistent set, the 
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Table II-1 
Spectroscopic Constants (kHz) Derived from Microwave Data 

B^ gqQnr eqQ P 1 : Source 
4559310 * 60 876800 ± 900 -103600 i 150 a. 
4559320 * 50 876090 ± 710 -100S"D ± 1230 b 
4559391 * 4 275127 ± 70 -102469 ± 7 6 c 
4559360 d: 15 875450 ± 200 -102310 ± 280 d 

B -4559381.8 ± 3.2, D-2.1805 ± .0007 e 

875640 ± 270 -101880 ± 460 f 
875008 ± 131 -102269 * 110 g 
875430 ± 210 -102380 ± 280 h 

a Reported in Reference 13. 
b 3 parameter fit of data from 13. 
c 3 parameter fit of data from 14. 
d Simultaneous 3 parameter fit of data from 13, 14. 
e Calculated fi?om Dunham coefficients, Reference 15. 
f 2 parameter fit of data from 13. 
g 2 parameter fit of data from 14. 
h Simultaneous 2 parameter fit of data from 13, 14. 

Uncertainties reported are one standard deviation. 
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parameters themselves are so highly correlated that the 
values determined may be considerably less accurate than the 
standard deviation of the fitting indicates. Not only do 
the two data sets yield different values of the hyperfine 
constants, those values are very different from those of the 
original Smith publication and the much later review work of 
Lovas and Tiemann. We attempted, unsuccessfully, to 
reproduce the calculations of Smith et al., using the. method 
of Bardeen and Townes1" which they referenced. In their 
calculations, it seems, they underestimated the quadrupolar 
energies and compensated by overestimating the coupling 
constants. The second fit of the Tiemann data represents, 
we believe, the most reliable estimates of the coupling 
constants. The value of eqQ^ is 1340 kHz (nine standard 
deviations) smaller than the value reported by Smith. This 
error had unfortunate consequences for our experiments. 

Several of the resonances which we observed could not 
be assigned to J»l , but were consistent with our calcula
tions for J-3. -In our analysis, we have included only 
those transitions assigned to J-l. Because our observed 
resonances all have AFj-0, they are essentially .independent 
of the bromine nuclear quadrupole coupling; they are vary 
sensitive to Che chlorine nuclear quadrupole coupling and to 
the molecular dipole moment. We have fitted the chlorine 
quadrupole coupling constant, eqQ~., and the dipole moment, 
U, to our data. The results are tabulated in Table II-2. 
The deviations between calculated and observed resonance 
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Table II-2 
BrCl Spectroscopic Constants Derived from Molecular Beam 

Electric Resonance Spectra 

Parameter values determined: 
eqQ c l - 102294.6 ± 9.9 kHz • v - 0.5237 ± 0.0004 D 

Frequencies (kHz) and Assignments: 
F l F,M F 1 ,M' Observed Calculated Obs.-Calc. 

1501 .6816 V/cm 
5/2 1,1 3,1 24923.0 24301.4 -8.4 
5/2 3,3 4,3 17562.0 17567.0 -5.9 
3/2 3,0 2,1 17502.0 17502.0 0.0 
5/2 3,2 4,3 16832.0 16834.9 -2.9 
3/2 0,0 3,1 15954.0 15948.6 5.4 
3/2 0,0 3,0 15779.0 15784.0 -5.0 
3/2 1 ,1 2,2 15682.0 15692.7 ' -10.7 
3/2 1,0 3,0 3210.0 3206.0 3.9 
1/2 2,0 1,1 1624.0 1627.4 -3.4 
1/2 1,1 2,1 1550.0 1555.0 -5.0 
3/2 1,0 1 ,1 1220.0 1226.1 -6.1 
5/2 2,1 2,2 1044.0 1044.5 

1043, 
-0.5 

,6249 V/cm 
3/2 0,0 1,1 • 17816.3 17805.7 10.6 
5/2 4,2 3,3 17747.9 17742.4 5.5 
5/2 4,1 3,2 17652.9 17643.7 9.2 
3/2 2,1 3,1 • 16674.8 16680.1 -5.3 
5/2 3,3 4,4 16662.8' 16656.5 6.3 
3/2 2,0 3,1 16634.1 16632.3 1.8 
5/2 4,3 4,4 636.0 637.3 -1.3 
3/2 3,2 3,3 588.0 588.2 -0.2 

Corr elati on Matr ix: e< 
1, 
1Q C 1 u elati on Matr ix: e< 

1, .008 
0, ,045 1.000 

Parameter values (kHz) used in calculations: 
B Q =4559381.82 
D - 2.15805 
eqQB - 875007.56 

Uncertainties reported are one standard deviation. 
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frequencies are consistent with spin-rotation constants of 
10 kHz or less, which Is in agreement with our estimates 
according to the procedure given in Townes. ̂  The quantity 
and quality of the data do not justify the inclusion of 
spin-rotation and spin-spin terms in the fitting. 

The chlorine quadrupole coupling constant we have 
obtained is in good agreement with the microwave results. 
This is hardly remarkable, since we used calculations which 
employed those results as aids in assigning the 
resonances. The value we obtain for the dipole moment Is 
slightly higher than that calculated by Tiemann et al. In 
Tiemann's analysis of IBr, ° the rotational constant and the 
quadrupole coupling constants were fitted to a small set of 
transitions observed at zero electric field. He suspect 
that is exactly what was done with BrCl, since Willis' 
Dunham coefficients were not yet available. Because their 
methods Of calculation are quite similar to ours, their 
unpublished hyperfine parameters should resemble those we 
obtained from the first fit of their data. As mentioned 
earlier, we consider the results of the second fit of their 
data to be the more reliable. Because the chlorine quadru
pole coupling and the Stark effect shift the hyperfine 
levels in the same direction, their slight overestimate of 
the chlorine coupling constant would lead to a slight 
underestimate of the electric dipole moment. This 
explanation becomes more plousible when one considers that 
they were not able to resolve the Stark splittings. Their 
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calculation of the dipole moment was based on the intensity 
weighted average Stark shifts of nine transitions (four of 
these were ° 1Br 3 5Cl). Furthermore, it is not clear how much 
of the line broadening they observed was due to the 
(admitted) inhomogeneity of their electric field and how 
much fas due to the unresolved Stark splittings. 

Conclusions 
Because there are so many energy levels and allowed 

transitions, the fraction of molecules participating in any 
single transition is small. Although molecular beam 
electric resonance is an extremely sensitive spsctroscopic 
technique, our particular instrument was characterized by 
rather poor sensitivity at the time of these experiments. A 
further complication, which Luftman has discussed, is the 
.drastic dependence of resonance lineshapes and Intensities 
on the radiof requency power and on the focussing field 
voltages. Under these circumstances, the location and 
assignment of transitions become extremely difficult tasks. 

The author's own inexperience and the unusual time 
constraints imposed compounded the difficulties inherent in 
the experimental work. An important set of transitions was 
not observed because our searches were within the frequency 
regions indicated by calculations that employed Smith's 
original hyperfine parameters. Although a reasonable fit of 
the molecular constants was jbtained, reasonable fits do 
not, in themselves, guarantee accurate results. Because of 
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Che poor quality of the data, we feel that the assignments 
reported here are rather tenuous, and that this investi
gation must be regarded as preliminary. We have, we 
believe, clearly demonstrated that the currently accepted 
values of the ' 9Br 3^Cl hjperfine constants are in error, and 
that more precise experimental work is required if they are 
to be determined accurately. 

Specifically, we recommend that the transitions F.-3/2, 
F=2 *-F 1-l/2, F-l and Fj-3/2, F-2 + F1-5/2, F-3 be 
located. These transitions are strongly allowed by 
microwave and electric resonance selection rules, and are in 
regions of the spectrum which do not contain hyperfine 
transitions from other J manifolds. 
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Chapter III. 
"Tan der Waals" Molecules and Deflection Experiments 

introduction 
During the past decade, weakly-bound molecular species 

have been the subjects of r.û arous experimental and theore
tical Investigations, the results of which have been 
collected into several reviews. The term weakly-bound, 
for the purposes of this discussion, is defined to include 
neon dimer (Ne 2, D e- 29.7 c m - 1 ) , * xenon fluoride (XeF, 
D e = 11.75 cm ) , and the many atom-atom, atom-molecule, and 
molecule-molecule complexes with dissociation energies, D , 
between these extremes. A thorough understanding of the 
interactions which produce these simple "pseudomolecules" is 
essential to the theories of catalysis, nucleation, 
kinetics, atmospheric che-mistry, and bulk properties of 
gases. 

It had long been held that the intermolecular forces 
giving rise to weakly-bound species were electrostatic, 
rather than chemical, in nature. These forces were usually 
described in terms of induction, atom-atom additive pair 
potentials, and permanent electric moment interactions, 
rather than in the chemical terms reserved for the stronger 
bonding interactions that lead to "real" molecules. x'he 
experimental evidence of the past ten years has forced the 
revision, if not the outright abandonment of that theory for 
polyatomic.species. A suitable replacement has not yet been 
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found, and it is unlikely that any one simple theory will 
propose to describe all of the observed molecular varieties 
which can be considered weakly-bound. As more experimental 
data on these new molecules are obtained, patterns of inter
action will emerge; and theories consistent with these 
patterns will be advanced. Some of these will withstand 
experimental scrutiny; others will fail—exactly as has been 
the case with theories which describe "regular" molecules. 

Klemperer *" and coworkers were among the first to 
point out the inadequacies of the electrostatic model for 
weak bonding in polyatomics. In a series of molecular beam 
electric deflection'-10 experiments, they determined that 
the polarities of many weakly-bound complexes were 
inconsistent with the geometries predicted by electrostatic 
theory. Through a series of molecular beam electric 
resonance experiments they determined the average, and 
estimated the equilibrium, structures and dipole moments of 
the complexes Ar-X (X- HF, HC1, C1F, OCS, C0 2, BF 3) and HF-X 
(X- HF, HC1, C1F). 1 1 The structures and dipole moments 
determined were entirely inconsistent with the predictions 
of electrostatic theory, but were highly suggestive of 
chemical bonding. The angular rigidity of the C1F com
plexes, and the anti-hydrogen bonded structure of HF-
C1F1* were particularly provocative. The group suggested an 
elegantly simple explanation for their findings. They 
proposed that the weak bond results from a Lewis acid/base 
interaction between the highest occupied molecular orbital 
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(HOMO) of the donor and the lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (LUMO) of the acceptor. 1 2 , 1 3 They also pointed out 
a correlation between the structures of gas phase complexes 
and the orientations of the components, relative to their 
nearest nonbonded neighbors, in the solid phase. '*' l z 

These two simple pictures accurately predicted (in 
retrospect) the structures and/or polarities of all known# 

polyatomic weakly-bound species. 

Experiments 
We proposed to test the theory of chemical interactions 

in weakly bound species by obtaining the radiofrequency 
spectra of (C1F) 2 and A^CIF. Molecular beam electric 
resonance spectroscopy has long been a method of choice for 
the study of weak molecular complexes. Virtually any 
desired species can be synthesized in a nozzle expansion 
under carefully controlled (albeit empirically determined) 
source conditions. 

Source conditions for electric resonance spectroscopy 
of loosely-bonded molecules are always compromises between 
requirements that exactly oppose one another. Low source 
temperatures and high nozzle backing pressures enhance 
cluster formation, but the resulting molecules may be so 
rotationally cold that they cannot be refocussed. ( T-0 
states have a negative Stark effect, and are always 
defocussed.) Higher source temperatures ana lower pressures 
favor increased transmission, but at the expense of overall 
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signal Intensity. While the source conditions that provide 
the maximum In refocussed beam intensity are a good starting 
point, true source optimization can only be done on-
resonance after a transition has been located. 

the data presented in this chapter were collected 
during the determination of source conditicns for (C1F) 2. 
Although resonance spectra have not yet been obtained, the 
mass spectra and refocussing data contain a great deal of 
qualitative information about the molecular species present 
in the beam. 

Experiments were performed at a variety of source 
temperature and pressure combinations ranging from 293 K and 
760 torr to 370 K and 3200 torr. The nozzle, stopwire, and 
detector aperture diameters were 0.010 cm, 0.090 cm, and 
0.152 cm, respectively. Source to stopwire and stopwire to 
detector distances were 42.6 cm and 61.4 cm. The gas 
mixture used was 3% CIF in argon and was prepared by filling 
an evacuated cylinder to the desired CIF partial pressure, 
then pressurizing to 100 P§IG. The CIF was obtained from 
the Ozark Mahoning Company and was used without further 
purification. 

Mass spectra from 50 to 190 amu were recorded at each 
set of source conditions with the fields turned off and no 
obstacles in the beam, with the fields turned off and the 
stopwire positioned so that the signal at m/e-54 (C1 3 5F +) 
was minimized, and with the stopwire in place and the A 
field turned to 24 kilovolts. Intensities were measured as 
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peak heighCs above Che background established with the 
stopwire in. Occasionally, spectra were recorded with Che 
field on and Che stopwire out, and the signal enhancement 
over the straight-through beam with no field was recorded. 
Measurements of this sort provide useful indicacions of 
polarity in regions where the background is high and the 
percent refocussing is small. 

Figure III-l shows a mass spectrum recorded at 293 K 
and 1900 tcrr. Background peaks are from Che thoriaced 
tungsten ionizer filament. Table III-l lists the mass Co 
charge ratios and identities of halogen containing ions 
monitored during this study. Where several isotopes are 
possible, the most abundant is(are) listed. Ions whose 
intensities are less than one percent of the C1"F + signal 
are not listed. Intensities and refocussing observed under 
three sets of source conditions are presented for 
comparison. While day-to-day signal fluctuations often make 
comparisons of absolute intensities unreliable, those 
reported here were reproduced over several consecutive days 
of experimentation. In each data set, the intensity of Che 
m/e-54 peak is expressed in millivolts (recorded with a 10' 
ohm input resistance and particle multiplier voltage at 3.3 
kV; this corresponds to a gain of 10°), and the other peak 
intensities are expressed as fractions of that incensicy. 

Refocussing and/or signal enhancement due to the 
quadrupole field was observed, under varying source 
conditions, for all halogen-containing species in the beam. 
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Figure II1-1 

Mass spectrum, showing CIF clusters and fragments, of 3Z CIF 
in argon at 293 K and 1900 torr. The underlying trace is 
background from the thoriated tungsten ionizer filament. 
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Table III-l 
Comparison of Intensities and Refocussing for Halogen-

Containing Species at Different Source Conditions 

Intensity* (Percent Refocussing) 
m/e Species 

C1F + 

293K/1900 torr 317K/1900 torr 369K/2050 torr 
54 

Species 
C1F + 1450 mV (28 1.3) 1200 aV (91, .2) 500 mV (210) 

70 « 2 + 0.946 (3. 45) 0.425 (13, .1) 0.302 (17.1) 
89 C1 2F + 0.614 (1. 77) 0.251 (12, .3) 0.125 (35.4) 
94 ArClF+ 0.027 (70 .0) 0.021 (69. .2) 0.043 (48.1) 
108 (C1F) 2

+ 0.356 (5. 34) 0.235 (15. .3) 0.260 (25.0) 
124 C1 3F + 0.050 0.027 
126 

C1 3F + 

0.056 0.029 0.013 
143 C1 3F 2

+ 0.063 0.018 
145 0.067 0.022 
159 C1 4F + 0.031 — 
162 (C1F) 3

+ 0.092 0.104 0.043 
164 0.121 0.118 0.068 
180 C1 4F 2

+ 0.026 0.015 0.016 

* Intensities of other ions are ratioed to C1F . Only most 
abundant isotopes with intensities of 0.010 or greater are 
listed. 
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The higher mass clusters did not, however, exhibit signi
ficant refocussing in the spectra selected for the table. 

Figures 1II-2, 3, and 4 show refocussing observed for 
m/e-108 and 89, 70, 145 and 162 at 350 K and 2200 torr. 

A number of authors 1 5 have shown that logarthmic plots 
of transmittance (or percent refocussiug) versus lens 
voltage yield qualitative information about molecular 
geometries and dipole moments. Quantitative information may 
be obtained by comparing the refocussing behavior of the 
species in question to that of a known similar molecule 
under the same experimental conditions. Figure III-5 shows 
logarithmic plots of transmittance versus voltage "for OCS 
and C1F.1" Both gases were 5% In argon, and were expanded 
through 100 micron nozzles at 293 K and 760 torr. Figure 
HI-6 shows similar plots of the refocussing behavior 
observed by monitoring m/e-108,. 89, and 70. These data were 
obtained at 350 K and 2200 torr. Figure III-7 shows plots 
of refocussing observed for C1F 1 6 and .for the m/e»70 species 
at 293 K and 1600 torr. 

Analysis: C1F Clusters 
In earlier deflection studies Bowen'" observed 

refocussing comparable to what we report for C1F dimer, and 
no refocussing for the trimer. He proposed a symmetric six-
membered ringlike structure for the nonpolar trimer, and an 
L-shaped structure analagous to that proposed for chlorine 
dimer,' (Cl2)2> * o r t n e dimer. Although he did not specify, 
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Fifeure III-2 

Refocusslng observed while monitoring the signals at m/e»108 
( ( C 1 3 5 F ) 2

+ ) and 89 ( C 1 3 5
2 F + ). Steps Indicate 2.7 

kilovolt Increments In the A field voltage. These data were 
recorded at 350 K and 2200 torr. 
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Fig' 

Refocussing observed while 

( C l 3 5
2

+ ) . Steps indicate 

field voltage. These data 

torr. 

ure III-3 

monitoring the signal at m/e-70 

2.7 kilovolt Increments in the A 

were obtained at 350 K, and 2200 
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Figure III-4 

Refocusslng observed while monitoring the signals at m/e-145 
( C1 3F 2

+ ) and 162 ( (C1F) 3
+ ) at 3.'0 K and 2200 torr: 

(a) straight-through beam, no fields 
(b) stopwire In, no fields 
(c) stopwire in, A field at Ik kV. 
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Figure III-5 

Log transmittance versus log voltage plotted for OCS and CIF 
at 293 K and 760 torr. The greater CIF transmittance is 
attributed to a greater population in the J»l state under 
these source conditions. 
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• Figure III-6 

Log refocusslng versus log voltage observed at m/e»108 
( (C1F) 2

+ ), 89 ( C1 2F + ), and 70 < C l a
+ ). The similarity 

of the curves indicates that CloF and Gl2 + are fragments of 
C1F dimer. 
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Figure III-7 

Log refocussing versus log voltage for m/e*70 < Clo"*" ) 
compared to that of m/e-54 ( C1F ) under the sane source 
conditions. 
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one must assume the Intended atomic arrangement In the dimer 
was C1F-C1F, as Is shown in Figure III-8. That assumption 
is based on the theory that the trimer is formed without 
rearrangement from the dimer in reactions such as 

(C1F) 2 + ArCIF + (C1F) 3 + Ar. 
The extremely low intensities of argon-containing clusters 
in the mass spectra of mixtures rich (r.ne percent or 
greater) in CIF are attributed to the exothermicity of these 
reactions. 

The proposed dimer structure is inconsistant with the 
mass spectral and refocussing data and, incidentally, with 
the HOMO/LUMO model whi.ch Bowen and coworkers claim to 
support. The rotational constants for the geometry shown 
are: A •- 16663 MHz, B - 1135 MHz, C - 1063 MHz. The dipole 
moment determined by projecting the individual CIF moments 
onto the a axis is 1.10 Bebye. Widening the bond angle from 
the 90° shown increases the dipole moment. Any geometry 
similar to that, of Figure III-8 yields the same result:, a 
near-prolate asymmetric top with a dipole moment component 
along the a axis greater than the dipole mcmt'.nt of CIF 
itself. In other words, this is e. molecule which should 
refocus strongly. 3 Our data, recorded at several tempera
tures and pressures, indicate that it does not. 

It is well known that fluorine containing molecules 
fragment under electron bombardment, producing daughter ions 
with fewer fluorines than the parent. (Sometimes the parent 
itself is not observed.) CIF dimer, on electron bombardment 
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Figure III-8 

Previously proposed geometry for C1F dimer. Cl-F-Cl bond 
angle is 90°. Individual C1F units have 1.63 bond 
lengths. The weak bond ia shown 3.34 A long. ° 

Rotational Constants (MHz) are: A » 16663 
B =• 1135 
C - 1063 

The a i n e r t i a ! ax i s i s r o t a t e d 16.3° from the FC1-F bond. 

The d i p o l a moment component a long the a a x i s i s u a •» 1.10 

Debye. 

Ray ' s asymmetry p a r i m e t e r for the s t r u c t u r e i s - 0 . 9 9 1 . 
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in our ionizer, yields ions at mass to charge ratios 
corresponding to the parent, (C1F>2 , and the fragments 
C1 2F + and Cl 2

+. While C1F mixtures are usually contaminated 
with some chlorine, most cL the Intensity we observe at 
m/e=70 is not from chlorine in the original mixture. CI2 
itself is nonpolas, but we observe an intense peak which 
tracks the cluster peaks' intensities in the mass spectra, 
and which gives the same refocussing pattern we observe at 
m/e-108 and 89. This C l 2

+ must be a fragment of C1F dimer, 
and it is unlikely that Bowen's proposed geometry could 
yield this fragment in such intensity. 

Finally, Bowen's geometry is inconsistent with the 
HCflO/LUMO model which he and his coworkers advanced. In 
C1F, both the p»* HOMO and the pa* LUMO are associated 
primarily with the chlorine atom. The model would dictate a 
geometry similar to Bowen's, but with the chlorine atoms 
together. This is the geometry we propose, and it is shown 
in figure II1-9. Our structure is also a near-prolate 
asymmetric top, but its dipole moment along the a axis is 
only 0.32 Debye. Bowen proposed an analogous structure, 
with the iodine atoms together, for IC1 dimer. As he 
pointed out, nearest neighbor units in crystalline 1C1 have 

20 2 1 a similar arrangement. " •"• The crystal structure of C1F is 
not known. 

The structure we propose for C1F dimer cannot lead to a 
.jymmetric six-membered ringlike trimer. Given the refocus
sing we observe at m/e-162 and 145, it is questionable 
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Figure III-9 

CIF diraer structure proposed in this work. The Cl-Cl-F bond 
angle is 120°. Individual CIF bond lengths are 
unperturbed. The weak bond is 3.34 A long. 

Rotational constants (MHz) are: A » 24669 
B - 1022 
C - 981 

The a inertial axis is rotated 8.65° from the FC1-C1 bond. 
u a =0.32 Debye. 

Ray's asymmetry parameter for this geometry is -0.997. 
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whether a nonpolar geometry is appropriate. For IC1 trimer, 
which was observed to refocus slightly, Bowen suggested an 
asymmetric six-membered ring. While such a geometry for C1F 
trimer might explain the observed refocussing, it represents 
a rather sudden departure from the guidelines we have 
followed in predicting the dimer structure. If we use those 
guidelines again, we obtain the interesting trimer geometry 
shown in Figure 111-10. This planar structure is nonpolar 
in the ground vibrational state J and yields the CI3 
cluster-containing fragment ions indicated by the mass 
spectral data. While several chainlike structures provide 
the same amount of HOMO/LUMO overlap, none of those are 
nonpolar.' We suggest that the refocussing we observe may be 
due to C1F tetramer, rather than to C1F trimer. Our pro
posed trimer structure leads to an obvious cetramer 
geometry. A fourth C1F could overlap its LUMO with the 
degenerate HOMOs located above and below the trimer plane, 
forming a pyramidal symmetric top. Again, our proposed 
structure yields fragment ions consistent with the observed 
mass spectra. Its dipole moment is just that of C1F monomer 
if the trimer remains planar and is zero if all three 
fluorines are distorted by 30° from the plane. It would be 
very informative and rather easy to extend the mass spectrum 
to the tetramer parent ion at m/e»216 and to compare the 
refocussing of this ion to that of a known symmetric top of 
similar mass, such as CCljBr or CCI3I. 
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Figure 

Nonpolar C1F trimer geometry 
HOMO/LUMO overlap for one of 
All FC1-C1-F bond angles are 
lengths are 1.63 A and 3.34 A, 

111-10 

proposed In this work. The 
the Cl-Cl bonds Is Indicated. 
120°. C1F and Cl-Cl bond 

respectively. 

! 
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Analysis: Ar^ClF and Ar^ClF 
Although the- gas mixture used In these experiments was 

too rich in C1F to produce substantial quantities of Che 
argon concalnlng clusters, weak features In the mass 
spectrum were observed at m/e"174, 155, 134, and 115, which 
correspond to Ar 3ClF +, Ar 3Cl +, Ar 2ClF +, and Ar 2Cl +. These 
features rarely appeared In the straight-through beam, but 
grew when the fields were turned on. This Indicates that 
these species, while present In very small quantities, are 
strongly refocusslng. Given the structure and refocusslng 
characteristics of ArCIF, this Is hardly surprising. Argon 
containing clusters are formed by reactions such as 

Ar n + C1F + ArQ_1ClF + Ar, 
and It seems clear that the argon cluster must bond to Che 
chlorine ei, d of the C1F molecule. Harris 1 2 and coworkers 
remarked that the HOMO/LUMO theory, after accurately 
predicting the geometry of ArCIF, left the structure of 
Ar2ClF completely unresolved. While the addition of a 
second argon atom to an ArCIF cluster is difficult to 
conceptualize, bonding between argon dimer, a rather 
structureless Lewis base, and Che C1F molecule presents a 
straightforward picture. The geometry which provides the 
maximum overlap with the C1F LUMO is a Y-ghaped C 2 v 

structure, which should be strongly refocussing since it has 
the dipole moment of . ArCIF and a smaller rotational 
constant. Similar considerations lead to a symmetric Cup 
geometry, also strongly refocussing, for Ar,ClF. A mixture 
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of approximately 0.2 percent CXF in argon and a source 

pressure of 1500-2000 torr should produce these molecules in 

quantities adequate for the spectroscopic experiments needed 

to determine their structures accurately* 

Conclusions 

Mass spectral and refocussing data alone cannot provide 

the exact molecular information needed to determine mole

cular structures, but can be used to sort structural 

possibilities. The data obtaired in this preliminary 

invesigation are suggestive of cluster geometries which are 

most easily explained in chemical terms. The H0M0/LUM0 

interaction model predicts structures which, at this point, 

are consistent with our observations- That -the structures 

predicted for dimers are similar to orientations in known 

crystal structures, we suspect., is no accident. Since 

clusters have no need for long—range order , the likenes s 

need not extend to trimers and other larger dusters. It is 

not y.et known how many molecules are req.uired for the 

transition from simple cluster geometry to ordered crystal 

symmetry to tak.e place. 
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Appendix I. 
C Field Kecalibratlon 

The spacing between our C field flats was reported as 
0.9-908 cm by Luf tman. ' This value was determined by fitting 
observed CCS J»l, M-0*1 resonances to fourth order in the 
electric field. Obsolete values of the OCS molecular 
constants were Inadvertently used in this fit. 

The plate separation has been recalculated using 
2 Muenter's more recent values of the OCS spectroscopic 

constants. The equations given by Huenter, which include 
contributions to the energy from second and fourth order 
Stark effects and from the field-induced electric dipole 
moment, were solved for the effective electric field 
strength at each experimental voltage/frequency poi . The 
plate separation was calculated as the ratio of the measured 
voltage to the effective field strength. The average value 
obtained for the spacing was 0.99989 ± 0.00006 cm. 

Figure AI-1 shows schematic drawings of the C field and 
its circuitry. Due to a printing error, these drawings were 
omitted from several copies of Luftman's work, where they 
were parts (b) and (c) of Figure 2.5 (p. 30). 
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Figure AI-1 

Schematic drawings of the C field flats and of the circuitry 
used to deliver the static and oscillating electric fields 
to the resonance region. 
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Appendix II. 

Computer Programs SINGLI.T SIGMA and TOPSPIN 

The computer programs SINGLET SIGMA and TOPSPIN were 

used to calculate energy levels and transitions and to fit 

molecular constants to observed transitions. SINGLET SIGMA, 

which will be discussed briefly, Is listed on microfiche 

which is affixed to the back cover. TOPSPIN will be 

discussed In more detail and is listed at the end of this 

appendix. 

SINGLET SIGMA 

This program was written by G.R. Tomasevich 1 and is 

well documented in his thesis. The program calculates 

hyperfine (not rotational) energy levels, transitions, and 

line strengths for linear molecules in singlet sigma 

electronic states. The Hamlltonian is forced to be blocfc-

diagonal in J; perturbation theory corrections to the matrix 

elements include the Stark effect throu"h fourth order and 

the quadrupole interaction through second order. The 

calculation includes spin-rotation interactions, direct and 

electron-coupled spin-spin interactions, and field-induced 

dipole contributions to the Stark effect. Any or all of the 

molecular constants may be fitted to observed spectra by 

inputting the experimental lines and assignments, and a set 

of trial molecular constants. The program adjusts the 

constants, using an Iterative linear least squares 
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algorithm, until the best agreement between the observed and 

calculated spectra is obtained. 

The program was originally written in IBM 360 FORTRAN, 

and was rewritten for Berkeley's CDC 66G0. Computations are 

in single-precision, which is equivalent to the double-

precision used in the IBM version. Read error messages and 

other "safety features" included in the original were not 

included in the CDC version. 

The major modification made by the author pertains to 

the calculation of second order quadrupolar energies. The 

original program calculates energy levels for molecules 

having one quadrupolar nucleus and one other nucleus with 

nonzero spin. Second order corrections, calculated by a 

separate program, were added to the matrix elements before 

diagonalization. The current version is capable of 

calculating energies for two quadrupolar nuclei.- Second 

order corrections are added to the eigenvalues after 

diagonalization. For a single quadrupolar nucleus, the 
2 corrections have been tabulated by Townes and Schawlow. 

For two quadrupolar nuclei, calculation of the corrections 

is somewhat more complicated and is as follows. 

Tbi eigenstates of the quadrupolar Uamiltonian may je 

labellsd |l 1I 2IJF>, where 1 1 and I 2 are the individual 

nuclear spins, I is the total nuclear spin and is the vector 

sum of I, and I?, J is the rotational angular momentum, F is 

the total angular momentum and is the vector sum of 1 and 

J. In fact, I and J are not good quantum numbers. The 
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Hamiltonian has nonzero matrix elements for I'»I,Iil,I±2 and 
J'»J,J±2. To first order in J the eigenstates are: 

IJF> I a a |l'JF> . 

The second order energies are calculated from the first 
order eigenstates as: 

• »>»,,,,, -j,j,- <-"»l "Q I"'-''" 
E<1,J,F) - E(I' ,J' ,F) 

where the quotes remind us that the first order eigenstates 
are not true eigenfunctions of I, and the E(I,J,F) are the 
first order energies. Expansion of the first order wave-
functions and substitution into this expression yield: 

<I*JF|H„ II*J'F> 
K < 2 > ( I . J . F ) - 5, I I* \* a n * «ii* J ' " 

E(I,J,F) - E(I*,J',F) 

Formulas for the matrix elements of H„ are given by Flygare 
and Gwinn^ and by Wollrab. Substitution of the matrix 
elements and first order eigenvectors into the above 
equation yields, after some arithmetic, a final expression 
of the form: 

E<2)("I",J,F)-{ol(eL;<H)2 + C2(eqQ2)2 + U3(eqQl ) (eqQ2 ) ( * B 

where B is the rotational constant. The C's are the second 
order correction coefficients and are entered into the 
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program for each eigenvalue. 
Because this program includes the smaller hyperfine 

terms and calculates line strengths; it is extremely useful 
for the analysis of high resolution 'molecular beam electric 
resonance spectra. Because it rses perturbation theory 
rather than a direct diagon/ilization of the Hamiltonian, it 
is relatively inexpensive to use. The strong field basis 
(|M^M2MJM F>) used in the calculations is inconvenient for 
those who want to have some idea of how the calculations are 
done, but the program's major drawback is its limited 
applicability. 

TOPSPIS 
This program is a combination of the programs TWOQUAD 

and ASYM written by S. J. Harris. The programs were 
originally written for the IBM 360 and were merged when they 
were rewritten for the CDC 6600. TWOQUAD calculates 
rotational and hyperfine energies and transitions for 
symmetric tops (and linear molecules) with up to two 
quadrupolar nuclei, which must be located on the symmetry 
axis. Stark effects and centrifugal distortion are included 
in the calculations; spin-rotation and spin-spin inter
actions are not. ASYM calculates rotational energies and 
transitions, including the Stark effect, for asymmetric tops 
with one or two dipole moment components. It does not 
consider centrifugal distortion or hyperfine effects. The 
combination program retains the capabilities of the 
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originals. Calculation of hyperfine levels for very 
asymmetric tops is not guaranteed to give reasonable 
results. 

The program calculates matrix elements in the basis 
| I^l2UKFMp>, where K is the component of rotational angular 
momentum along the molecular symmetry axis, and the other 
quantum numbers have the meanings already discussed. The 
energy matrix is truncated at J plus and minus two above and 
below the highest and lowest J of interest. The quadrupole 
matrix elements are calculated exactly in zero field. 
Tomasevich's line fitting subroutine was modified and added 
to the program so that molecular constants could be fitted 
to as many as five sets of spectra. The data sets may have 
different values of the electric field strength, but must 
have the same J. Inputs to TOPSPIN are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 

IFLAG1,IFLAG2,IFLAG3,IFLAG4,IFLAG5.IFLAG6,NFIT 
The IFLAGs control the output. IFLAG1-0 prints all 

nonzero matrix elements, IFLAG1>0 ignores this. IFLAG2»0 
prints the coefficients of the eigenvectors. If IFLAG3-0 
also, all of the coefficients are printed; IFLAG3>0 prints 
only the coefficients whose squares are larger than 0.2. No 
coefficients are printed tor IFLAG2>0. IFLAG4-0 prints 
eigenvalues. IFLAG5-0 prints quantum numbers and diagonal 
matrix elements. IFLAG6-0 prints the frequency derivative 
matrix calculated during the fit. During line fitting, all 
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these outputs are printed at the end of each program 
cycle. NFIT is the number of data sets to be included In 
the line fitting. The curre.it limit Is five data sets; this 
can be changed by changing the dimension statements. 

IDELMF,IDELJ,IDELF,IDELK,IDELI,NTOT,NPAR 
The IDELs are selection rules used by the program in 

calculating transitions. Only transitions having AX<IDELX 
are retained. NTOT Is the maximum number of program cycles 
allowed during line fitting. NPAR is the number of 
molecular parameters to be varied in the fitting. 

FRMIN.FRMAX 
These are the minimum and maximum transition frequen

cies, in kHz, retained by the program. 

JJJ,KKK,XI1,XI2 
JJJ is the lower J of interest for rotational tran

sitions or the J of interest for hyperfine transitions. KKK 
is the K of interest for symmetric tops. Enter 0 for linear 
molecules and asymmetric tops. Xll and XI2 are the nuclear 
spins. The program does not believe in spin-rotation 
interactions, so do not enter 0.50. 

PAR(I), 1-1,7 
These are the molecular constants available for 

fitting. In order, they are: A,B,C the rotational 

http://curre.it
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constants in I'.Hz. For linear molecules, A»0.0. For 
symmetric and near-symmetric asymmetric tops, A is the 
rotational constant for the symmetry axis. EQQ1,EQQ2 are 
the nuclear quadrupole coupling constants in kHz. If 
EQQ1-0.0, the program does not calculate quadrupole matrix 
elements. AMU,BMU are the dipole moment components, in 
Debye, along the A and B axes. A is the symmetry axis. BMU 
is 0.0 for symmetric tops and linear molecules. 

DJ.DK.DJK 
These are the centrifugal distortion coefficients in 

kHz. The last two are 0.0 for linear molecules. The 
program does not realize that asymmetric tops have centri
fugal distortion effects, so the coefficients should all be 
zero or strange numbers may result. 

The following inputs apply only to line fitting. 

NPT(I) ,12(1) , 1-1 ,NFIT 
NPT(I) is the number of experimental lines in data set 

I. The current limit is 200 transitions per data set. E(I) 
is the electric field strength in volts/cm. 

II ,I2,yaEQ(I) , I-l.NPT 
II and 12 are the labels which assign the transition. 

You have to run the program to find out which state labels 
refer CO which quantum numbers. FREQ is the observed-
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transition frequency in kHz. The transitions and their 
labels should be arranged in descending order, one to a 
line. After the last transition for data set 1, start over 
with NPi'U) ,E(2) , etc. until all NFIT data sets are entered. 

NORD(I),DELA(I), I-l.NPAR 
The NORDs tell the program which molecular parameters 

are to be fitted and in what order. NORD(3)«5, for example, 
means that EQQ2 is to be the third varied parameter. 
DELA(I) is the amount by which PAR(I) is incremented during 
the first program cycle. 

' DELFQ 
The last input for line fitting is DELFQ, the average 

frequency change in kHz, that you wish to accomplish in each 
program cycle. After the first cycle, the DELAs are 
adjusted so that this average change is achieved. Current 
parameter values are printed on each pass through the 
program. Transition frequencies and other output are 
printed at the end of each complete cycle. 

If fitting is not desired, the last input is E, the 
electric field strength. Any number of E values may be 
entered, one to a line. The program stops when it reads a 
negative E value or when it runs out of data. 
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This program currently calculates energies and tran
sitions in kHz. Changing Che Stark effect constant from 
503.4036 Co 0.5024036 and inputting the molecular constants 
in MHz changes the output Co MHz. 

A final note of caucion: due to Che direct diagonal-
ization procedure, this is an expensive program. It is not 
"idiot proof," so you should know what you are doing and 
should have some idea of what results you expect. 

The program listing follows. 
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PROGRAM TOPSPIN( INPUT, OUTPUT,TAPES-INPUT, TAPE6-OUTPUT) 
COMMON/SXJC0M/QJ1,QJ2,QJ3,QL1,Q.L2,QL3,Q 
COMMON/CLBCOM/WLl,WL2,WL,WM,WN,W 
COMMON/FITCOM/FREQ(2OO,5),FCALC(20O,5),DERIV(2O0,5,7), 

1A0(7),DELA(7),D(7,8),LCALC(20O,5),NORD(7),IDEN(20O,5), 
2NPT(5),E(5),A,B,C,EQQ1,EQQ2,AMU,BMU,C01IST,DELFQ, 
3I5,ICYC,IDAT,IFLAG6,ILL,IFM1,INCR,JLST,LSTSQ, 
4MPAR, NPAR, NFIT, NTOT, STDV, STDVP 

COMMON/BIGCOM/HAMIL(5000) .DEIGENQOOOO) .EIG(IOOO) 
COMMON FACT(20) 
INTEGER FBOT,FTOP,F,FPBOT,FPTOP,FP,DIAG, COUNT 
DIMENSION PAR(7) 
DIMENSION YMF(IOOO),YJ(1000),YF(1000).YK(IOOO),YI(1000) 
EQUIVALENCE (A,PAR(1)) 

FACT(1)-1.0 
DO 11 N-1,19 
FACT(N+1)-N*FACT(N) 

11 CONTINUE 
READ( 5,1010) IFLAGl, IFLAG2, IFLAG3, IFLAG4, IFLAG5, IFLAG6, NFIT 

1010 F0RMAT(7I5) 
READ(5,1010) IDELMF,IDELJ,IDELF,IDELK,IDELI,NTOT,NPAR 
READ(5,1020) FRMIN.FRMAX 

1020 F0RMAT(2F15.4) 
READ(5.1030) JJJ,KKK,XI1,XI2 

1030 F0RMAT(2I5,2F4.1) 
READi!5,1040) (?AR(I) ,1-1,7) 

1C40 FORMA1CF15.8) 
READ<5,1050) DJ.DK.DJK 

1050 F0RMAT(3F15.8) 
IF (NFIT.EQ.O) GOTO 85 
DO 50 1-1,7 
N0RD(I)-8 
DO 50 J-1,5 
DO 50 K-1,200 

50 DERIV(K,J,I)-0.0 
DO 70 I-l.NFIT 
READ(5,1060) NPT(I),E(I) 

1060 F0RMAT(I5,F15.8) 
NP-NPT(I) 
DO 60 J-l.NP 
READ(5,1070) I1,I2,FREQ(J,I) 

1070 FGRMAT(2I5,F15.8) 
60 IDEN(J,I)-65536*I1+I2 
70 CONTINUE 

READ(5,1080) (N0RD(I),DELA(I),I-1,NPAR) 
1080 F0RMAT(I1,1X,F15.8) 

READ<5,1040) DELFq 
STDVP-0.0 $ LSTSQ-0 $ 15-0 
INCR-1 $ ILL'l $ 1CYC-1 

• GOTO 90 
85 IDAT-1 

READ(5,1040) E(IDAT) 
IF (E(IDAT).LT.O.O) GOTO 999 
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GOTO 100 
90 I5-I5+1 

DO 900 IDAT-l.NFIT 
WRITE(6,2000) I5,LSTSQ,IDAT 

2000 F0RMAT(//,10X (*TRIAL*,I5,*, PARAMETER*,13, 
1* BEING VARIED IN DATA SET*,13) 

100 BEFF-(B+C)/2 
IF (A.EQ.0.0) BEFF"B 
WRITE(6,2010) JJJ,XI1,XI2,E(IDAT) 

2010 FORMAT(//,5X,*THIS RUN FOR J - * , 1 5 , * , I1-* ,F4, ,1 , 
1*. I 2 - * , F 4 . 1 , * , AND E»*,1PE15.8,* VOLTS/CM*) 
IF <A.EQ.0.0) GOTO 115 
WRITE(6,2O20) A.B.C 

2020 F0RMAT(/,2X,*A(KHZ)-*,1PE15.8,*, B»*,1PE15.8, 
1*, C-*,1PE15.8) 
WRITE(6,2030) EQQ1,EQQ2,AMU,BMU 

2030 F0RMAT(/,2X,*EQQ1(KHZ)-*,1PE15.8,*, EQQ2-*,1PE15.8, 
1*, AMU(DEBYE)-*,E15.8,*, BMU-*,E15.8) 
GOTO 125 

115 WRITE(6,2040) B,EQQ1,EQQ2,AMU 
2040 F0RMAT</,2X,*B(KHZ)«*,1PE15.8,*, EQQ1-*,1PE15.8, 

1*, EQQ2-*,1PE15.8,*, MU(DEBYE)-*,E15.8) 
125 CONTINUE 

JCOUNT-0 $ JCONT-O $ LCUNT-0 $ MC0UNT=0 $ LABEL-6 
LSTART-1 $ LL-1 

300 XMFBIG-JJJ+IDELJ+XI1+XI2 
MFBIG-10.*XMFBIG+1. 
MFTOP-MFBIG 
XMFBOT-O.O 
CHECK-2.*(XI1+XI2) 
IF (AM0D(CHECK,2.0).EQ.1.0) XMFBOT-0.5 
MFB0T-10.*XMFB0T+1. 
DO 1 MF-MFB0T,MFTOP,10 
IF (E(IDAT).EQ.O.O) MFTOP-MFBOT 
IF (E(IDAT).NE.O.O.AND.A.NE.O.O) MFBOT--MFTOP 
DO 310 ISET-1,5000 
HAMIL(ISET)-0.0 

310 CONTINUE 
C 

IF (LSTSQ.GT.O) GOTO 330 
IF (IFLAG1.GT.0) GO TO 319 
WRITE(6,312) 

312 FORMAT( ,*HERE ARE ALL THE NON-ZERO MATRIX ELEMENTS YOU ASKED 
IFOR*,//) 
WRITE(6,315) 

315 FORMAT(///,5X,*MF*,6X,*J*,6X,*F*,6X,*K*,6X,*I* )12X,*J'*,6X, 
1*F'*,6X,*K'*,6X,*I'*,10X,*KVECT*,8X,*HAMIL(KVECT)*,//) 

GO TO 330 
319 IF (IFLAG5.GT.0) GOTO 330 

VRITE(6,320) 
320 F0RMAT(///,2X,*DIAG0NAL ELEMENTS (FIRST ORDER PERTURBATION)?*) 

WRITE(6,325) 
325 FORMAT(///,4X,*MF*,6X,*J*,6X,*F*,6X,*K*,6X,*I*,10X, 

1*ROW*,6X,*COL*,7X,*FIRST ORDER*,12X,*IDN0*,//) 
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C 
330 IN-2 $ IHIC-1 $ DIAG-1 $ LROW-0 

XMF-(MF-1.0)A0.0 
IF (A.NE.O.O.AND.E(IDAT).NE.O.O) XMF-(MF+1.)/10. 
XJTOP-J JJ+IDELJ+2.0 
.' :0P«XJT0P+1. 

340 XJBOT-AMAX1(FLOAT(JJJ-2),ABS(XMF)-XI1-XI2,0.0) 
JBOT-XJBOT+1. 
DO 2 JJ-JBOT,JTOP 
XJ-JJ-1.0 
XFTOP-AMAXKX J+XI1+XI2, ABS (XHF) ) 
FTOP-10.0*XFTOP+1.0 
XBIOAMAX1 (XH, XI2, XJ) 
XFB0T-AMAX1(ABS(XMF) ,2.0*XBIG-XJ-XI1-XI2) 
FBOT-IO.0*XFBOT+1.0 
DO 3 F-FB0T.FT0P.10 
XF- (F-1 .0 ) /10 .0 
KTOP-2.0*JJ-l. 
IF (A.EQ.0.0) KT0P-1 
IF (KKK.NE.O) KTOP-1 
KBOT-1 
DO 4 KK-KBOT,KTOF 

. XK-(KK-JJ) 
IF (A.EQ.0.0) XK-KK-1.0 
IF (KKK.NE.O) XK-FLOAT(KKK) 
XITOP-AMIN1 (XI1+XI2, XF+XJ) 
ITOP-10.*XIT0P+l. 
XIB0T-AMAX1(ABS(XI1-XI2), ABS(XF-XJ) ) 
IBOT-10.*XIBOT+1. 
DO 5 II-IBOT,ITOP,10 
X I - ( I I - 1 . ) / 1 0 . 
JCODNT-JCOUNT+1 
YMF(JCOUNT)-XMF 
YJ(JCOUNT)-XJ 
YF(JCOUNT)-XF 
YK(JCOUNT)-XK 
YI(JCOUNT)-XI 
.TCMAX-JCOUNT 

350 KVECT-DIAG $ CODNT-INIC 
LROtf»LROV •'. 
LC0L-LR0W-1 
DO 6 JP-JJ.JTOP 
XJP-JP-1.0 
XFPTOP-XJP+XI1+XI2 
FPTOP-10.*XFP10P+1. 
XFBIG-AMAX1(XI1,XI2,XJP) 
XFPB0T-AMAX1(ABS(XMF), 2.0*XPBIG-XU-XI2-XJP) 
FPBOT»10.*XFPBOT+1. 
IF (XJP.EQ.XJ) FPBOT-F 
DO 7 FP-FPBOT,FPTOP,10 
XFP-(FP-1.)/10. 
KPT0P-2.*JP-1. 
IF (A.EQ.0.0) KPTOP-l 
IF (KKK.NE.O) KPTOP-l 
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KPBOT-1 
IF (XJP.EQ.XJ.AND.XFP.EQ.XF) KPBOT-KK 
DO 8 KP-KPBOT,KrTOP 
XKP-KP-JP 
IF (A.EQ.O.O) XKP-KP-1.0 
IF (KKK.NE.O) XKP-FLOAI(KKX) 
XIPTOP-AMIN1 (XI1+XI2, XFP+XJP) 
IPTOP-I0.*XIPTOP+l. 
XIPB0T-AMAX1(ABS(XI1-XI2),ABS(XFP-XJP) ) 
IPBOT-10.*XIPBOT+1. 
IF (XJP.EQ.XJ.AND.XFP.EQ.XF.AND.XKP.EQ.XK) IPBOT-II 
DO 9 IP-IFBOT,IPTOP,10 
X I P - ( I P - 1 . ) / 1 0 . 
LCOL-LCOL+1 

400 QUAD-0.0 $ STARK-0.0 $ ROT-0.0 
C 

IF (EQQ1.EQ.0.0) GO TO 500 
IF (XF.BE.XFP) GO TO 500 
IF (XJP-XJ.GT.2.0) GO TO 700 
IF (XJP+XJ.LE.1.0) GO TO 5"!0 
IF (XK.NE.XKP) GO TO 600 
IFAZ1-XIP+XJ-XF 
P6-(-l)**IFAZl 
P7"SqKT((2.*XIP+l.)*(2.*XI+l.)*(2.*XJP+l.)) 
WL1-XJ $ WL2-2.0 $ tfM-XJ $ WN-0.0 $ WL-XJP 
CALL CLEBS 
P3-1.0/W 
IFAZ 2—XIP-XI-XJ-XJP 
P4-(-l)**IFAZ2 
QJ1-XIP $ QJ2-XI $ QJ3«2.0 $ QLl-XJ $ QL2-XJP $ QL3-XF 
CALL SIXJ 
P5-Q 
P9-0.25*P6*P7*P3*P4*P5 
IF (P9.EQ.0.0) GO TO 500 
IFAZ3-XI2-XI1-XIP 
Vl-(-l)**IFA23 
21-(2.*XTt+l.)*(2-*XIl+3.)*(XII+l.) 
22-XIl*(i. XI1-1.) 
V?.-SQRT(Z1/Z2) 
IFAZ4—XI1-XI1-X1-XIP 
V3-(-l)**IFAZ4 
QJ1-XI1 $ QJ2-XI1 $ QLl-XI $ QL2-XIP $ QL3-XI2 
CALL SIXJ 
V4-Q 
V-V1*V2*V3*V4 
IF (EQQ2.EQ.0.0) GO TO 450 
GO TO 460 

450 U-0.0 
GO TO 470 

460 CONTINUE 
IFAZ5-XI1-XI2-XI 
Ul-(-l)**IFA25 
23-(2.*XI2+l.)*(2.*XI2+3.)*(XI2+l.) 
24-XI2*(2.*XI2-l.) 
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U2-SQRT<Z3/Z4) 
IFAZ6—XI2-XI2-XI-XIP 
U3-(-l)**IFAZ6 
QJ1-XI2 $ QJ2-XI2 $ QL3-XI1 
CALL SIXJ 
U4-Q 
U-U1*U2*U3*U4 

470 CONTINUE 
SPACEL-P9*(EqQl*V+EQQ2*U) 
R0T1-SQRT((2.*XJ+1.)/(2.*XJP+1.)) 
WM—XK 
CALL CLEES 
R0T2-W 
HM—XJ 
CALL CLEBS 
R0T3-W 

490 QUAD-SPACEL*R0T1*R0T2*R0T3 
C 

500 IF (E(IDAT).EQ.O.O) GO TO 600 
IF (ABS(XJ-XJP).GT.l.O) GO TO 700 
IF (ABS(XF-XFP).GT.l.O) GO TO 700 
IF (XK.NE.XKP) GO TO 600 
IF (XI.NE.XIP) GO TO 700 
IFAS1-*2.*XFF-XMF+XJ+XI+XK+XJP 
S l - ( - l )**IFASl 
S2-SQRT((2.*XF+1.)*(2.'XFP+1.)*(2.*XJ+1.)*(2.*XJP+1.)) 
QJl-XF $ QJ2-XFP $ QJ3-1.0 $ QLl-XJP S QL2-XJ $ QL3-XI 
CALL SIXJ 
S3-Q 
S4-0.0 $ S5-0.0 
IF (XK.NE.XKP) GOTO 520 
IFAS2-XJP-1.0-XK 
S4-((-1)**IFAS2)/SQRTC2.*XJ+1.) 
WLl-XJP $ HL2-1.0 $ WL-XJ $ WM—XK $ WN-0.0 
CALL CLEBS 
S5-W 

520 IFAS3-XFP-1.-XMF 
S6-((-l)**IFAS3)/SQRT(2.*XF+l.) 
WL1-XFP $ WL-XF $ WM—XMF 
CALL CLEBS 
S7-W 
SP-0. $ SM-O. 
IF (XK.EQ.XKP) GOTO 590 
WL1-XJ $ WL-JP $ WM—XK $ WN-1.0 
CALL CLEBS 
SM-((-l)**(WLl-WL2+XKP))*W/SQRT(2.*WL-!-l.) 
WN—1.0 
CALL CLEBS 
SP»((-1)**(WL1-WL2+XKP))*W/SQRT(2.*WL+1.) 

590 STARK-E(IDAT)*503.4036*S1*S2*S3*S6*S7* 
1(S4*S5*AMU+(SP-SM)*BMU) 

C 
600 IF (XJP.NE.XJ) GO TO 700 

IF (XFP.NE.XF) GO TO 700 
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IF (XIP.NE.XI) GO TO 700 
DIST0-DJ*XJ*XJ*(XJ+1. )*(XJ+1. )+DK*XK*XK*XK*XK 

1+D JK*XJ*(XJ+.'.. 0)*XK*XK 
IF (XK.EQ.XKP; R0T-BEFF*XJ*(XJ+1.)+(A-BEFF)*XK*XK-DIST0 
IF (XKP.EQ.XK+2.0) ROT-((B-C)/4.0)*SQRT((XJ*(XJ+1.)-XK*(XK+1.)) 

1*(XJ*(XJ+1.)~(XK+1.)*(XK+2.))) 
IF (XKP.EQ.33C-2.) R0T-((B-C)/4. 0)*SQRT((XJ*(XJ+1. )-XK*(XK-l. ) ) 

1*(XJ*(XJ+1. ) - (XK-l . )*(XK-2.) ) ) 
C 

700 HAMIL(KVECT)-ROT+STARK+QUAD 
KVMAX-KVECT 
IF (HAMIL(KVECT).EQ.O.O) GO TO 720 
IF (LSTSQ.GT.O) GOTO 720 
IF (IFLAG1.GT.0) GO TO 720 
WRITE(6,710)XMF,XJ,XF,XK,XI,XJ?,XFP,XKP,XIP,KVECT,HAMIL(KVECT) 

710 iORMAT(4X,5(F4.1,3X),6X,4(F4.1,3X),7X,I4,7X,E15.8) 
GO TO 730 

720 IF (KVECT.NE.DIAG) GO TO 730 
MCOUNT-MCOUNT+1 
IF (IFLAG5.GT.0) GOTO 730 
IF (LSTSQ.GT.O) GOTO 730 
WRITE(6)725)XMF,XJ,XF,XK,XI>LROW,LCOL,HAMH.(KVECT),MCOUNT 

725 F0RMAT(4X, 5(F4.1,3X) ,6X, 12.7X, 12, 7X.E15.8,9X, 14) 
C 

730 KVECT-KVECT+COUNT 
COUNT-COUNT+1 

9 CONTINUE 
8 CONTINUE 
7 CONTINUE 
6 CONTINUE 

740 DIAG-DIAG+IN 
IN-IN+1 
INIC-INIC+1 

5 CONTINUE 
4 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 

C 
IDIMEN-LROW 
GAIL EIGEN(HAMIL,DEIGEN,IDIMEN,IFIAG2) 
IF (IFLAG4.GT.0) GO TO 810 
IF (LSTSQ.GT.O) GOTO 810 
WRITE(6,800) 

800 F0RMAT(2X,///,4X,*EIGENVALUE*,4X,*STATE NO*,//) 
810 CONTINUE 

DO 825 III-1,IDMEN 
IC0UNT-(I7T*III+III)/2 
JCONT-JCONl+1 
EIG(JCONT)-HAMIL(ICOUNT) 
IF (IFLAC4.GT.0) GO TO 825 
IF (LSTSQ.GT.O) GOTO 825 
WRI~E(6,820) HAMIL(ICOUNT),JCONT 

820 F0RMAT(2X,E15.8,3X,I4) 
825 CONTINUE 
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IF (IFLAG2.GT.0) GO TO 857 
IF (LSTSQ.GT.O) GOTO 857 
WRITE(6,830) 

830 F0RMAT(2X,//,6X,*C0EF*,9X,*ID N0*,6X,*STATE NO*,/) 
ILIMIT-IDMEN*IDMEN 
LL-LL+IDIMEN 
DO 855 ILABEL-l.ILIMIT 
LABEL-LABEL+1 
IF (LABEL.EQ.LL) LABEL-LSTART 
IF (LABEL.EQ.LSTART) LCOUNT-LCOUNT+1 
IF (IFLAG3.GT.0.AND.DEIGEN(ILABEL)**2.LT.0.2) GO TO 845 
DSQR-DEIGEN(ILABEL)*DEIGEN(ILABEL) 
WRITE(6,840) DEIGEN(ILABEL),LABEL,LCOUNT 

840 F0SMAT(2X,E15.8,5X,I4,9X,I4) 
845 CONTINUE 

IF (MOD(ILABEL,IDIMEN).EQ.O) WRITE (6,850) 
850 F0RMAT(2X,//) 
855 CONTINUE 

LSTART-LABEL+1 
857 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,860) 

860 FORMAT(2X,////////////////,7X,*FREQ*,9X,*STATE 1*,4X,*STATE 2*,/) 
IFREQ-1 
DO 875 JCNT-l.JCMAX 
IF <YJ(JCNT).LT.JJJ.OR.YJ(JCNT).GT.JJJ+IDELJ) GO TO 875 
JCNT1-JCNT+1 
DO 873 KCNI-JCNT1.JCMAX 
IF (YJ(KCNT).LT.JJJ.OR.YJ(KCNT).GT.JJJ+IDELJ) GO TO 873 
IF (ABS(YMF(KCNT)-YMF(JCNT)).GT.IDELMF) GO TO 873 
IF (ABS(YJ(KCNT)-YJ(JCNT)).GT.IDELJ) GO TO 873 
IF (ABS(YF(KCNT)-YF(JCNT)).GT.IDELF) GO TO 873 
IF (ABS(YK(KCNT)-YK(JCNT)).GT.IDELK) GO TO 873 
IF (ABS(YI(KCNT)-YI(JCNT)).GT.IDELI) GO TO 873 
HAMIL(IFREQ)-ABS(EIG(JCNT)-EIG(KCNT)) 
IF (HAMIL(IFREQ).GT.FRMAX) GO TO 873 
IF (HAMIL(IFREQ).LT.FRMIN) GO TO 873 
HAMIL(IFREQ+1666)-JCNT 
HAMIL( IFREQ+3332)-KCNT 
IFREQ-IFREO+1 
IF (IFREQ.EQ.1650) WRITE(6,870) 

870 F0RMAT(/,2X,*CAREFUL YOU'VE GOT A SHITLOAD OF TRANSITIONS*,//) 
873 CONTINUE 
875 CONTINUE 

IFM2-IFREQ-2 
DO 879 II-1.IFM2 
IIF1-II+1 
IFM1-IFREQ-1 
DO 877 IJ-IIP1.IFM1 
IF (HAMIL(II).GE.HAMIL(IJ)) GO TO 877 
TEMP-HAMIL(II) 
HAHIL<II)-HAMIL(IJ) 
HAMIL(IJ)-TEMP 
TEMP-HAMIL(II+1666) 
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HAMIL(II+1666)-HAMIL(IJ+1666) 
HAMIL(IJ+166S)-TEMP 
TEMP-H AMIL (11+3 332 ) 
HAMIL(II+3332)-HAMIL(IJ+3332) 
HAMIL(IJ+3332)-lEMP 

877 CONTINUE 
879 CONTINUE 

DO 8 8 5 JFREQ-1.IFM1 
LJCNT-HAMIL(JFREO+1666) 
LKCNT-HAMIU JFREC+3332 ) 
LCALC(JFREQ,IDAT)-65536*LJCNT+LKCNT 
H R I T E ( 6 , 8 8 0 ) HAMIL(JFREQ),LJCNT,LKCNT 

880 F0RMAT(2X,E15.8,5X,I4,9X,I4) 
885 CONTINUE 

IF (NFIT.EQ.O) GOTO 85 
CALL FITPAR 
GOTO (900,999) ILL 

900 CONTINUE 
IF (I5.LT.NT0T) GOTO 90 

999 STOP 
END 

C 
SUBROUTINE CLEBS 
COMMON/CLBC0M/WL1,WL2,WL,WM,WN,W 
COMMON FACT<20) 
IF (WM.GT.WLl)GOTO 1 
IF (WN.GT.WL2)G0T0 1 
IF (WL.GT.(WL1+WL2))G0T0I 
IF(WM.LT.(-WL1))G0T01 
IF (MN.LT.(-WL2))G0T01 
IF (WL.LT.ABS(WL1-WL2))G0T01 
IF ((WM+WN).GT.WL)G0T01 
IF ((WM+WN).LT.(-WL))G0T01 
G0TO9 ' 

1 W-0.0 
GOTO 10 

9 AA-FACT(WL+WL1-WL2+1.5) 
AB-FACT<"L-WL1+WL2+1.5) 
AC-FACT(WL1+WL2-WL+1.5) 
AD-FACT(WL+WM+WN+1.5) 
AE-FACT(WL-WM-WN+1.5) 
AG-FACT(WL+WLl+WL2+2.1) 
AH-FACT(WL1-WM+1.1) 
AI-FACT(WL2-WN+1.1) 
AJ-FACT(WL1+WM+1.1) 
AK-FACKWL2+WN+1.1) 
AZ-3QRT(AA*AB*AC*AD*AE*1.0) /SQRT( AG*AH*AI*AJ*AK*1.0) 
-&P>AMAX1(0 .0 , HL2-WL1+WM+WN)+1.0 
IAP2-AMIN1(WL+WM+MN,HL-WL1+WL2)+1.0 
A Y - 0 . 0 
DO 2 IP-IAP1.IAP2 
P-IP-1.0 
IPHASE-P+WL2+WN 
AQ-(-1.0)**IPHASE 
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AR-S0RT(2.0*WL+1.0) 
AS1-FACT(WL-HT_;+W. -P+l. 1) 
AS2-FACT(WL1-WM+P+1.1) 
AT1»FACT(WL-WL1-WL2-P+1. 1) 
AT2-FACT(WL-WM+WN-P+1.1) 
AT3-FACT(P+1.1) 
AT4-FACT(P+WLl-«L2-WM-mH-l. 1) 
AY-AY+(AQ*AR*AS1*AS2)/(AT1*AT2*AT3*AT4) 

2 CONTINUE 
W-AZ*AY 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE SIXJ 
COMMON/SXJCOM/QJ1,QJ2,QJ3,QL1,QL2,QL3,Q 
CCMMON/DLTCOM/'QYl, QY2, QY3, DLT 
COMMON FACT(20) 
DIMENSION QD(4) 
IF (QJ3.GT.(QJ1-KJJ2)) GO TO 1 
IF (QJ3.LT.ABS(QJ1-QJ2)) GO TO 1 
IF (QJ3.GT.(QL1-K)L2)) GO TO 1 
IF (QJ3.LT.ABS(QLl-qL2)) GO TO 1 
IF (QL3.GT.(QJ1+QL2)> GO TO 1 
IF (QL3.LT.ABS(QJ1-QL2)) GO TO 1 
IF <QL3.GT.(QJ2+QL1)) GO TO 1 
IF (QL3.LT.ABS(QJ2-QL1)) GO TO 1 
GO TO 2 

1 Q-0.0 
RETURN 

2 Q'U-QJl SQY2-QJ2 $QY3-QJ3 
CALL DELTA 
QD(1)-DLT 
QY1-QJ1 $QY2«QL2 $QY3-QL3 
CALL DELTA 
QD(2)-DLT 
QY1MJL1 SQY2-QJ2 SQY3-QL3 
CALL DELTA 
QD(3)-DLT 
QY1-QL1 $QY2-QL2 $QY3-QJ3 
CALL DELTA 
QD(4)-DLT 
QD2«SQRT(QD(1)*QD(2)*QD(3)*Q.D(4)) 
IQMN-AMAXKQJ1-K3J2+QJ3, QJ1-HJL2-XJL3, QL2-HJL1+QJ3, QL1+QJ2-H}L3)+1.0 
IQNM-AMIN1 (Q Jl-HJ J2-Q J3, QJ2>+<! J3-Q J l , QJ3+Q Jl-Q J2, QJ1-KJL2-QL3, 

1QL2+QL3-Q J l , QL3+Q J1-0.L2, QL1+Q J2-QL3, QJ2+QL3-QL1, 
2QL3-KJL1-Q J2, QL1+QL2-Q J3, QL2+Q J3-QL1, QJ j-H)Ll-QL2 ) 

QK2-0.0 
ILOOP-IQMN+iqNM 
DO 3 IT-IQMN.ILOOP 
T-IT-1 
IFASE-T 
QA1«FACT(T+2.1)*((-1)**IFASE) 
QB1«FACT(T-QJ1-QJ2-QJ3+1. 1) 



QB2-FACT(T-qJl-QL2-QL3+l .1) 
QB3-FACT(T-QL1-QJ2-QI.3+1.1) 
QB4-FACT(T-QL1-QL2-QJ3+1.1) 
QB5-FACT(QJl+QJ2-tQLl-K!L2-T+l. 1) 
QB6-FACT(QJ3-K3J2+QL2+<}L3+1.1-T) 
QB7-FACT<QJ1+QJ3-K)L1-H3L3+1.1-T) 
QK2-QK2+QAI/(QB1*QB2*QB3*QB4*QB5*QB6*QB7) 

3 CONTINUE 
Q«QD2*QK2 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DELTA 
COMMON/DLTCOM/QYl, QY2, QY3, DLT 
COMMON FACT(20) 
DF 1-FACT(QY1+QY2-QY3+1.1) 
DF2-FACT(Q Y2-*}Y3-Q Yl+1.1) 
DF3-FACT(QY3+QY1-QY2+1.1) 
DF4-FACT(QY1+QY2-K}Y3+2.1) 
DLT-DF1*DF2*DF3/DF4 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE EIGEN(HAMIL,DEIGEN,N,MV) 
DIMENSION HAMIL(5000),DEIGEN(10000) 

5 RANGE-l.OE-12 
IF(MV-l) 10 ,25 ,10 

10 IQ—N 
DO 20 J - l . N 
IQ-IQ-HJ 
DO 20 I«1,N 
IJ-IQ+I 
DEIGEN(IJ)»0.0 
IF ( I - J ) 20 ,15 ,20 

15 DEIGEN(IJ)-1.0 
20 CONTINUE 
25 ANORM-0.0 
• DO 35 1-1,N 
- DO 35 J-I .N 

IF ( I - J ) 30 ,35 ,30 
30 IA-I+(J*J-J) /2 

ANORM-AN0RM+HAMIL(IA)*HAMIL(IA) 
35 CONTINUE 

IF (ANOSM) 165,165,40 
40 AN0RM-1.414*SQRT(AN0RM) 

ANRMX-ANORM*RANGE/FLOAT(N) 
IND-0 
THR-ANORM 

45 THR*THR/FLOAT(N) 
50 L-1 
55 M-L+l 
60 MQ-(M*M-M)/2 

LQ-(l*L-L)/2 
LM-L-ttlQ 
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62 IF (ABS(HAMIL(LM))-THR) 1 3 0 , 6 5 , 6 5 
65 CND-1 

LL-L+LQ 
MM-M+MQ 
X - 0 . 5*(HAMIL(LL)-HAMIL(MM) ) 

68 Y—HAMIL(LM)/S(JIT(HAMIL(LM)*HAMIL(LM)+X*X) 
IF (X) 7 0 , 7 5 , 7 5 

70 Y—Y 
75 S I N X - Y / S Q R T ( 2 . 0 * ( l . O + S Q R T ( 1 . 0 - Y * Y ) ) ) 

SINX2-SINX*SINX 
78 C0SX-SQRT(1.0-SINX2) 

C0SX2-COSX*C0SX 
SINCS-SINX*COSX 
ILQ-N*(L-1) 
IMQ-N*(M-1) 
DO 125 I - l . N 
I Q - ( I * I - I ) / 2 
IF (I-L) 80 ,115,80 

80 IF (I-M) 85 ,115,90 
85 IM-i-tMQ 

GO TO 95 
90 IM-M+IQ 
95 IF(I-L) 100,105,105 

100 IL-I+LQ 
GO TO 110 

105 IL-L+IQ 
110 X-HAMU.(IL)*COSX-HAMIL(IM)*SINX 

HAMILCIM) -HAMIL( IL)*S INX+HAMIL(IM) *COSX 
HAMIL(IL)-X 

115 IF (MV-1) 120,125,120 
120 IIK-ILQ+I 

IMR-IMQ+I 
X«DEIGEN(IIR)*COSX-DEIGEN(IMR)*SINX 
DEIGEN(IMR)-DEIREN(ILR)*SINX-H)EIGEN(IMR)*COSX 
DEIGEN(IUO-X 

125 CONTINUE 
X-2. C*HAMIL(LM)*SINCS 
Y-HAMIL(LL) *COSX2-tflAMIL(MK) *S INX2-X 
X-HAMIL(IX)*SINX2-fflAMIL(MM)*C0SX2+X 
HAMIL(LM)-<HAMIL<LL)-HAMIL(MM))*SINCS-«AMIL(LM)*(l.0SX2-SINX2) 
HAMIL(LL)-Y 
HAMIL(MM)-X 

130 IF (M-N) 135,140,135 
135 M-M+l 

GO TO SO 
140 IF (L-<N-1>) 145,150,145 
145 L-L+l 

GO TO 55 
150 IF (IND-iy 160,155,160 
155 IND-0 

GO TO 50 
160 IF (THR-ANRMX) 185,185,45 
165 CONTINUE 
185 CONTINUE 
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RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FITPAR 
COMM0N/FITCOM/FREQ(20O,5) , FCALC<200,5) ,DERIV(200,5, 7) , 

1A0(7) ,DELA(7) ,D(7,8) ,LCALC(200,5) ,N0RD(7) ,IDEN(200,5) , 
2NPT(5),EC5),A,B,C,EQQl,EQQ2,AMD,BMU,C0NST,DEI.Fq> 

3I5,ICYC,IDAT,IFLAG6,ILL,IFM1,INCR,JLST,LST;JQ, 
4MPAR,NPAR,NFIT,NTOT,STDV,STDVP 

COMMON/BIGCOM/HAMIL(5000).DEIGEN(IOOOO),EIG(100O) 
. DIMENSION PAR(7),NAME(8),FCDER(200,5,8),SD(7),L(8),C0RR(7) 

EQUIVALENCE (FCALC(l),FCDER(1)),(A,FAR<1)) 
EQUIVALENCE (NORD(l),U) ,(N0RB(2) ,L2),(NORD(3) ,L3),(N0RD(4) ,L4) , 

l(NORD<5),L5),(NORD(6;,L6),(NORD(7),L7> 
DATA NAME/#AROT#,*BROT#,#CROTlll,#EQQl#,#EQQ.i#,#ADMU#, 

1#BDMU#,# #/ 
C 

IF (IDAT.NE.NFIT) GOTO 10 
G0T0(10,2),ICYC 

C STEPS IN DERIV CALC LOOP 
2 ICYC-1 
PAR(JLST)-CONST 

10 K-l 
NP-NPT(IDAT) 
DO 14 J-i,NP 
Kl-IDEN(J.IDAT) 
H-l 

9 DO 13 I-1.IFM1 
IF(LCALC(1,IDAT)-K1) 13,12,13 

12 FCDER(J,IDAT,1+LSTSQ)-HAMIL(I) 
GOTO 14 

13 CONTINUE 
G0T0<17,18),N 

17 N-2 
Il-Kl/65536 
I2-K1-65536*I1 
K1-65536*I2+I1 
GOTO 9 

18 WRITE(6,1013)11,12 
K-2 

14 CONTINUE 
GOTO(16,43),K 

16 IF(LSTSQ) 100,20,100 
20 IF(STDVP) 60 ,22 ,60 
22 DO 24 J- l .NP 
24 HAMIL(J)-FCALC(J,IDAT) 

IF (IDAT.EQ.NFIT) GOTO 52 
RETURN 

43 HRITE(6,1043)(HAMIL(I),I-1,IFM1) 
I5-NT0T 
RETURN 

52 IF<STDVP)60,54,60 
54 MPAR-NPAR+1 
60 IF (IDAT.NE.NFIT) GOTO 22 

STDV-0.0 $ NTPT-0,0 



DO 62 I-l.NFIT 
NP-NPT(I) 
DO 61 J-l.NP 

61 STDV-STDV+<(FREQ(J,I)-FCALC(J,I))**2) 
NTPT-NTPT-WPT(I) 

62 CONTINUE 
CONST-NTFT-NPAR 
IF(CONST) 64,63,64 

63 CONST-1.0 
64 STDV-SQRT(STDV/CONST) 

IF(STDVP) 70,76,70 
70 WRITE(6,1070) STDV.NTPT.NPAR 

WRITE(6,1071) 
DO 72 I-l.NPAR 
STDVA-STDV*SQRT(D(1,1)) 
JP-NORD(I) 
CONST-PAR(JP)-AO(I) 

72 WRITE(6,1072) NAME(JP) ,PAR(JP) ,STDVA,CONST 
IF(STDV/STDVP-0.9) 80,74,74 

74 WRITE(6,1073)15 
WRITE(6,1074) 
DO 77 K-l.NFIT 
NP-NPT(K) 
WRITE(6,1077) K 

1077 FORMAT(//,*DATA SET*,15) 
DO 75 J-l.NP 
SIGMA-0.0 
DO 73 Il-l.NPAR 
CONST-0.0 
DO 71 12-1,NPAR 

71 C0NST-C0NST4D(I1,I2)*DERIV(J,K,I2) 
73 SIGKA»SIGMA-H>ERIV(J,K,I1)*C0NST 

SIGMA-SQRT(SIGMA)*STDV 
CO!JST-FREQ(J,K)-FCAI-C(J,K) 

75 WRITE(6,1073) FREQ(J,K) ,FCALC(J,K) .CONST,SIGMA 
77 CONTINUE 

I5-NT0T 
RETURN 

76 WRITE(6,1076) STDV 
80 STDVP-STDV 

100 IF (IDAT.NE.NFIT) GOTO 22 
LSTSQ-LSTSC+1 
IF(LSTSQ-NPAR) 102,102,130 

102 JLST-NORD(LSTSQ) 
CONST-PAR(JLST) 
PAR(JLST)-CONST+DELA(LSTSQ) 
IF(LSTSQ-l) 105,120,105 

105 I5-I5-1 
120 ICTfC-2 

RETURN 
130 LSTSQ-0 

DO 132 1-1,7 
DO 132 J - 1 , 8 

132 D ( I , J ) - 0 . 0 



GO TO (135,133),INCR 
133 DO 134 I-l.NPAR 

DO 134 K-l.NFIT 
NP-NPT(K) 
DO 134 J- l .NP 

134 DERIV(J,K,I)«(DERIV(J,K,I)-FCALC(J,K))/DELA(I) 
GO TO 142 

135 INCR-2 
DO 138 I - l . N P A R 
SUM-0.0 
CONST-0.0 
DEN0M«1.0/DELA(I) 
DO 136 K - l . N F I T 
NP-NPT(K) 
DO 136 J - l . N P 
DNUM-DERIV(J,K,I)-FCALC(J,K) 
IF(DNUM.EQ.O.O) GO TO 136 
CONST-C ONST-HDELF Q 
SUM»SUM+ABS(DNUM) 

136 DERIV<J,K,I)-DKIM*MNOM 
IF(CONST) 137,137,138 

137 K-NORD(I) 
WRITE(6,1137) NAME(K) 

C SET DISASTER TEST VARIABLE AND QUIT 
ILL-2 
RETURN 

138 DELA(I)-DELA(I)*CONST/SUK 
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 1 3 8 ) ( D E L A ( I ) , 1 - 1 , N P A R ) 
WRITE(6,1139) DELFQ 

142 CONTINUE 
IF (IFLAG6.GT.0) GOTO 145 
WRITE(6,1142) NAME(Ll),NAME(L2),NAME(L3),NAME(L4), 
1NAME(L5) ,NAME(L6) ,NAME(L7) 
DO 143 K-l.NFIT 
NP-NPT(K) 
DO 143 J-l.NP 

143 WRITE(6,1143) (B£RIV(J,K,I),I-1,NPAR) 
145 CONST-0.0 

DO 150 K2-1.UFIT 
NP-NPT(K2) 
DO 150 J-l.NP 
CONST-1.0 
ST0G-FREQ(J,K2)-FCALC(J,K2) 
DO 150 I-l.NPAR 
DO 140 K-1,1 

140 D<I,K)-DERIV(J,K2,I)*DERIV(J,K2,K)+D(I,K) 
150 D(1,MPAR)-ST0G*DERIV(J,K2,I)+D(I,MPAR) 

DO 154 T-l,NPAR 
DO 152 K-1,1 

152 D(I,K)-D(I,K)*CONST 
154 D(I,MPAR)-D(I,MPAR)*CONST 

C INVERT D AND SOLVE FOR PAR ADJUSTMENTS 
DETDP-1,0 



L(MPAR)-MFAR 
DO 220 I-l.NPAR 
SD(I)-1.0/SORT(D(I,I)) 

C SCALE RIGHT-HAND SIDE (ERROR VECTOR) 
D(I,MPAR)-B(I,MPAR)*SD(I) 

C START SUBSCRIPT ARRAY IN ORDER 
L ( I ) - I 
DO 220 J - 1 , 1 

C SCALE D AND FILL EMPTY TRIANGLE 
D(I,J)-D(I,J)*SD(I)*SD(J) 

220 3 ( J , I ) - D ( I , J ) 
C ENTER INVERSION LOOP 

1-1 
225 DO 250 J-l.NPAR 

IF(I -J ) 230,250,230 
230 CONST-D(L(J),L(I)) 

D ( L ( J ) , L ( I ) ) - 0 . 0 
DO 240 K-l.MPAR 

240 u(L(J),L(K))-D(L(J),L(K))-Daa).L(K))*CONST 
250 CONTINUE 

i - i - d 
IF(I-*IFAR)252,260,270 

252 CONST-D(L(I),L<I)) 
K-I " • 
IP1-I+1 
DO 256 J-IP1.NPAR 
IF(C0NST-D(L(J),L(J)))254,254,256 

254 CONST-D(L(J),L(J)) 
K-J 

256 CONTINUE 
II-L(I) . 
L(I)-L(K) 
L(K)-II 
GO TO 262 

260 CONST-D(L(I),L(I)> 
262 IF(C0NST-1.0E-8)300,264,264 
264 D(L(I),L(I))-1.0 

DO 266 J«1,MPAR 
266 D(L(I),L(J))-D(L(I),L(J))/CONST 

DETDP-DETDP*CONST 
GO TO 225 

270 I-NPAR 
C I-NPAR IF THE WHOLE ARRAY WAS INVERTED 
272 DO 280 J-1,1 

AO(L(J))-PAB(NORD(L(J))) 
PAR(NORD(L(J)))-AO(L(J))+D(L(J),MPAR)*SD(L(J)). 
DO 280 K-1,1 

280 D(L(J),L(K))-D(L(J),L(K))*SD(L(J))*SD(L(K)) 
WRITE(6,1280)DETDP,NAME(L1) ,NAME(L2),NAME(L3) , 
1NAME(L4),NAME(L5),NAME(L6),NAHE{L7) 
DO 290 I-l.NPAR 
IF(D(I,I))282,282,284 

282 SD(I)-1.0 
GO TO 286 
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284 SD(I)-1.0/SQRT(D(I,I)) 
286 DO 288 J-1,1 
288 CORR(J)-D(I,J)*SD(l)*SD(J) 
290 WRITE(6,1290) (CORR(J),J-1,1) 

I5-I5-1 
RETURN 

C D IS SINGULAR IF LINE 300 IS REACHED; THROW OUT THE EXTRA 
C PARAMETER ADJUSTMENTS 
300 DO 310 J-I.NPAR 

DO 308 K-l.NPAR 
D(L(J),L(K))-0.0 

308 D<L(K),L(J))-0.0 
310 A0(L(J))-PAR<N0RD(L(J))) 

I-I-l 
WRITE(6,1310) I,(L(J),J-1,NPAR) 
GO TO 272 

1013 FORMAT ( 2 7H0UNABLE TO MATCH INPUT LINE ,216) 
1042 FCRMAT(17H0IDENTITY CRISIS,,14,16K CALC LINES, BUT,I4,16H 

1 OBSERVED LINES.) 
1043 FORMAT(*OFREQUENCIES AND WEIGHTS*//(1PE20.7,E20.5>) 
10S6 FORMAT(36H0FREQ ERROR OUT OF TOLERANCE IN LINE,14) 
1070 FORMAT(*0ST. DEV. -*,1PE10.3,* FOR*,14,* POINTS AND*,12, 

1* ADJUSTED PARAMETERS*) 
1071 F0RMAT(*0NAME*,9X,*PARAMETER*,8X,*ST. DEV. ADJUSTMENT*/) 
1072 F0RMAT(1X,A4,1PE20.7,2E15.4) 
1073 F0RMAT(25H0CALCULATION COMPLETED IN.I3.8H CYCLES./) 
1074 FORMAT(*0*,/,*0*,10X,*FREQ(0IiS)*,14X,*FREQ(CALC)*,9X,*DIFF. (OBS-

1CALC)*,9X,*SIGMA*/) 
1075 F0RMAT(1P2E23.9,2E20.4) 
1076 FORMAT(*OST. DEV. OF INITIAL GUESS -*,1PE10.3/) 
1137 FORMAT(* ALL DERIVS OF *,A4,* VANISH*) 
1138 FORMAT(*ODELAS ARE*,1P7E14.3) 
1139 FQRMAT<* FOR AVERAGE ABSOLUTE FREQUENCY INCREMENTS OF *,1PE10.3) 
1142 FORMAT(*ODERIV MATRIX WITH COLUMN LABELS*/7(10X,A4,4X)/) 
1143 F0RMAT(1P7E18.7) 
1280 F0RMAT(*0*/*SCALED NORMAL EQUATIONS DETERMINANT -*,1PE10.3/*0C0RR 

1ELATI0N MATRIX FOR FOLLOWING FIT DATA, INCLUDING PARAMETER LABELS 
2/7(7X,A4,2X)) 

1290 F0RMAT(7F13.6) 
1310 FORMATC* ONLY*,13,* INDEPENDENT PARAMETERS, LS ARE*,715) 

END 
<BOTTOM OF FILE> 
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